The inclusion of document length factors has been a major topic in the development of retrieval models. We believe that current models can be further improved by more refined estimations of the document's scope. In this poster we present a new document length prior that uses the size of the compressed document. This new prior is introduced in the context of Language Modeling with Dirichlet smoothing. The evaluation performed on several collections shows significant improvements in effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Document length is recognized as an important component to achieve state of the art performance in Information Retrieval (IR). For instance, popular IR models, such as BM25 [4] , pivoted vector space models [5] or Language Models with Dirichlet smoothing [6] , incorporate some form of document length correction.
However, these document length corrections have been often based on very rough estimations of the document's contents, such as the size of the document in bytes or the number of terms in the document. Here, we argue that the scope of a document should be captured using more elaborated measures. In this poster, we propose to apply a document length prior obtained from the size of the compressed document. Our research hypothesis is that, to estimate a document's scope, this compression-based measure is more reliable than either the original size of the document or the number of terms in the document. If two documents have equal size but the compressed size of one of them is much smaller than the other document's compressed size then this seems to indicate that the former document is more verbose than the first one. To the best of our knowledge, this simple idea, which can be easily implemented and evaluated, has not been explored for ad-hoc document retrieval. In contrast, the use of compression-based techniques has attracted a great deal of attention in areas such as classification and clustering [3, 1] . Language Modeling (LM) with Dirichlet smoothing is a natural choice to test this compression-based method because it can naturally embed query-independent features through document priors. We have therefore defined different priors based on distinct estimations of documents' scope and tested whether any of these variations outperform the standard Dirichlet approach, which is a very competitive baseline.
In section 2 we define the priors, in section 3 the experiments are reported and the poster concludes with a summary.
COMPRESSION-BASED PRIOR
In LM, the probability of a document given a query, P (d|q), is utilized to rank documents and it is often estimated using the Bayes' rule:
P (q) can be dropped for document ranking purposes. The prior P (d) encodes a-priori information on documents and the query likelihood, P (q|d), incorporates usually some form of smoothing. In this poster, we are only concerned with unigram Language models and Dirichlet smoothing:
where n is the number of query terms, tf (qi, d) is the raw term frequency of qi in d, |d| is the total count of terms in the document, and µ is a parameter for adjusting the amount of smoothing applied, where µ ≥ 0. P (qi|C) is the probability of the term qi occurring in the collection C, and is usually a maximum likelihood estimator computed using the collection of documents. It can be proved [6] that the query likelihood in a sum-log fashion, log P (q|d), reduces to :
In ad-hoc IR, Dirichlet has been often used with an uniform prior P (d) (i.e. log P (d) is dropped) because log P (q|d) is a very competitive model (document length correction is already incorporated by the second addend in eq. 3). Nonuniform priors based on document length have been applied to improve LM estimations [2] but they were only beneficial to Jelinek-Mercer (JM) smoothing, and not to Dirichlet smoothing. This is because JM smoothing does not provide any length normalization, and so a length-based prior provides some form of correction. In this poster we demonstrate that our novel prior is actually able to produce significant improvements in effectiveness over the standard Dirichlet model. We compare the following non-uniform priors 1 :
where com(d) is the size (bytes) of the compressed document (zipped) divided by the original size (bytes) of the document. These priors will be referred to as terms prior and zipped prior, respectively.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The priors described above were evaluated with three adhoc collections (TRECs 5, 6 & 8, 50 queries each) and a web collection (WT10g, 100 queries). We applied the Porter stemmer, removed common words using an standard stoplist, and tested the following values for µ: 10, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 10000, 50000. Although we ran experiments with short queries (title subfield) and long queries (all subfields), we report here only the results for short queries. With long queries, there was no significant difference between priors.
The best MAP and P@10 results for each prior are shown in Table 1 and can be summarized as follows. First, the terms prior is worse than the standard Dirichlet configuration (i.e. uniform prior). This is not surprising as the same outcome was reported in [2] . Dirichlet with an uniform prior already incorporates length correction (|d| in eq. 3) and it does not get further benefits from adding length normalization through a document prior. Second, the zipped prior shows the best performance and, in most of the cases, the improvement over the uniform prior is statistically significant. Furthermore, we studied how performance evolves across all parameter settings and found that the improvement obtained with the zipped prior is very stable. In Figure 1 we show how the performance of the methods evolves against µ. The figure represents only the WT10g collection but the same trends occurred in all the collections with both evaluation measures. These results are very remarkable as they demonstrate that the zipped prior beats the other priors not only in the best case scenario but also in any non-optimal case. For a clearer view, the graph shows only µ values up to 5000 but the trends remain the same for higher µ values.
With long queries, the difference between distinct priors was negligible. No advantage or disadvantage was found with compression. This makes sense because standard Dirichlet tends to retrieve too many long documents when queries are short but this excessive promotion of long documents does not happen with long queries [2] (as n grows the penalization of long documents increases). Therefore, the zipped prior, which penalizes verbose documents, is less useful with long queries. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster we proposed a novel compression-based prior that significantly outperforms the standard LM Dirichlet model when queries are short. This prior, which can be efficiently implemented, leads to performance improvements that are robust across different parameter settings and test collections. These results are promising and encourage us to further assess the ability of the prior to enhance other LM-based models.
